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On-off intermittency at the onset of the ion-acoustic instability in a laboratory plasma
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The ion-ion beam instability is experimentally studied just above threshold in a laboratory double-plasma
device. Intermittent bursts of unstable waves are recorded in the target plasma and the distribution of the
recurrence times of the bursts is estimated. At the onset of instability, the measurements are in agreement with
the expected evolution deduced from a theoretical model that combines the normal form of a supercritical
Hopf-Andronov bifurcation and the parametric noisy deviations from threshold typical of on-off intermittency.
In both the experiment and the model, the distribution of the recurrence times of the bursts decays as an inverse
power law and the evolution of the mean laminar length when the control parameter is increased beyond
threshold exhibits a power law of exponent21.

PACS number~s!: 52.35.Py, 52.35.Ra
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we focus on the intermittent regime of t
high frequency instability triggered by the injection of an io
beam into a low density laboratory plasma. Bursts of u
stable waves are recorded at the onset of the instability
statistical analysis of the recurrence time of these burst
performed.

The noise level of this laboratory plasma has a stand
value. Up to now, the existing studies in this domain ha
not taken this parameter into account. Our point here is
the existence of broadband fluctuations of the plasma den
is of major importance for the nonlinear evolution of th
dynamical system, and in particular for the properties of
currence times of the bursts. In this specific case, the con
parameter is driven by noise near a bifurcation, which i
typical feature of on-off intermittency. This mechanism f
intermittent behavior is significantly different from th
Pomeau-Manneville and crisis-induced types@1,2#.

The purpose of this investigation is also to shed light
the dynamical origin of the statistical properties of the phy
cal system under study. That is why we propose a sim
model, which correctly reproduces the observed statist
properties of the experimental system.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, w
present the physical system under consideration. In Sec
the various types of intermittency studied in the literature
reviewed with special emphasis on on-off intermittency. A
ter describing the experimental setup and presenting the
sults of the statistical analysis in Secs. IV and V, a dynam
model for the supercritical Hopf bifurcation in the presen
of noise is introduced in Sec. VI. Finally, in Sec. VI som
conclusions are summarized.

II. ION-ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY

The natural low frequency mode of propagation in a no
magnetized plasma is the ion-acoustic mode. The phase
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locity of this electrostatic mode is close to the ion sou
speedcs5AkBTe /M , wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant,Te

the electron temperature, andM the ion mass. The system i
drastically changed when an ion beam is injected into
plasma. Due to the Doppler effect in the laboratory fram
two different modes propagate. A slow ion beam mode an
fast ion beam mode are present. When the ion beam velo
is close to the ion-acoustic velocity, the slow ion beam mo
merges with the ion-acoustic mode and the resulting bra
is unstable. A convective ion-acoustic instability is excited
the plasma@3#.

The main parameters of the instability are the velocity a
the relative density of the ion beam. The spatial and temp
growth rates strongly depend on these parameters@4#. This
system has been extensively studied and it is known to
hibit turbulent dynamics@4–7#. However, no detailed study
of the transition to the turbulent regime has been conduc
up to now.

Recent results on nonlinear dynamics make it possible
describe the destabilization of the whole spatiotemporal s
tem by bifurcation theory. When the control parameter is
just above the threshold of the instability, the system und
goes a supercritical Hopf bifurcation. In the standard sit
tion, the plasma is considered to be quiet: a very low flu
tuation level of every parameter is assumed. In particu
thermal noise superimposed on the local electron density
plasma potential is not taken into account. At the thresh
of the instability, the system exhibits a sudden transition
the unstable—oscillatory—state. The whole plasma volu
supports a propagating unstable wave whose saturatio
determined by the nonlinear damping and by the modifi
tion of the ion velocity distribution.

Previous experimental investigations of the dynamics
the current-induced ion-acoustic instability have been
ported@8#: the intermittent signals were interpreted as typ
intermittency. In a subsequent paper, Francket al. proposed
a different interpretation involving the background noise
the plasma, and concluded that a Hopf bifurcation exists s
ject to parametric noise driving@9#.
7241 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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Indeed, experimental considerations lead to clear e
dence that fluctuations are intrinsic for most real plasma s
tems, and the noisy fluctuations of at least one control
rameter can have a dramatic influence on the dynamics a
onset of the instability. This situation deserves a deta
study because the existence of noise is very common in
systems. The implications of the specific dynamics indu
in different systems—including other disciplines—are
particular importance.

III. ON-OFF INTERMITTENCY

The occurrence of irregular signals in fluid dynamics h
long been labeled ‘‘intermittency.’’ These signals correspo
to transient irregular relaxation of the turbulent probe s
nals. Different models of intermittency have been propo
during the last 20 years. All these models are built to
scribe fast irregular switching between very different
gimes of the observed fluctuating variable. Most often,
apparently random switching between distinct chaotic
gimes is studied using discrete time models. In particu
intermittency of types I, II, and III was established b
Pomeau and Manneville@1#. In those cases, intermittency
associated either with instability or with the death of a fix
point. These bifurcations occur for a fixed value of the co
trol parameter. A statistical study of the distribution of t
lengths of the laminar phases was achieved in that clas
case and led to either exponential laws or power laws.
other typical signature is the evolution of the mean lami
length as a function of the control parameter.

A different type of intermittency, called on-off intermit
tency, has been proposed by several authors recently@10,11#,
and can be consistently described in the framework of
ergodic theory of random transformations@12,13#. The sys-
tem exhibits a ‘‘random’’ switching between a constant st
~off! and a bursting state~on!. This intermittency has at
tracted considerable attention recently. In such systems in
mittency is mainly due to the competition between the s
chastic deviations induced by the driving of the cont
parameter and the deterministic constraints of the syst
Indeed, fluctuations such as thermal or quantum noise
intrinsic in real systems, and their influence on the dynam
of the whole system near a bifurcation point has to be c
sidered. In such a situation, long episodes of laminar dyn
ics are interrupted by bursts during which the dynamic va
able is expelled from the synchronous state. Clearly,
fraction of time spent in the laminar regime decreases as
control parameter departs from threshold. The number
laminar phases~which is of course equal to the number
turbulent ones! first increases and then decreases in suc
way that the mean duration of a laminar zone is proportio
to the inverse of the distance to threshold. As a conseque
the bursts are more and more frequent as the threshold
rameter is increased after the bifurcation point. Notice t
such behavior will also be present in the model we prop
in Sec. VI.

An important quantity characterizing the intermittenc
which is clearly related to the ergodic properties of the s
tem, is the distribution of the duration of laminar phas
P(n). In most of the cases studied in the literature,P(n)
decays as an inverse power law with exponentg. The value
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of the exponent depends in general on the nonlinearity c
acteristic of the dynamical system considered@14#. However,
when a linear approximation is possible@11#, g will depend
only on the statistical properties of the noiseb. If d is the
exponent characterizing the diffusion of noise@A^b2(n)&
'nd#, theng511d: this is essentially a consequence of t
central limit theorem. We have of courseg53/2 for Gauss-
ian noise; for noise driven by fractional Brownian motio
different values ofg are clearly possible@14#. Notice that
only for these special processes do we getd5H, with H the
Hurst exponent, so that in this caseg511H.

The first experimental evidence of on-off intermitten
was reported by Hammeret al. @15# in a nonlinear electronic
circuit. The distribution of the laminar phases was found
be in agreement with a23/2 power law. Experiments con
ducted in spin-wave instabilities@16# led to further evidence
of such intermittent behavior in solid state physics. A23/2
power law of the distribution of laminar lengths was o
tained, whereas a power law with exponent21 of the mean
laminar length was recorded as a function of the control
rameter.

In this paper, we report the measurement of signatu
compatible with on-off intermittency at the onset of the io
acoustic instability. However, in our case, due to nonline
effects, the power law depends on the value of the con
parameter.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments are carried out in a multipolar doub
plasma device, 35 cm in diameter and 70 cm in length
stainless steel grid of 80% transparency with 20 lines per
separates source and target chamber, where plasmas c
produced independently by thermionic discharges. T
working pressure~argon gas! is typically p5231024 mbar.
The ionizing electrons are emitted by the heated tungs
filament cathodes and accelerated through a discharge
ageUd (Ud540 V! toward the respective anodes inside ea
chamber. In this classical arrangement, the homogeneity
density of the plasmas are greatly enhanced by the multip
magnetic cusps on the outer walls repelling most of the i
izing electrons accelerating toward the anodes@17#. The po-
tential difference between the target and source anodes
be adjusted using a separate power supply.

In the experiment depicted in this report, the voltage b
tween the source and the target chamber is the external
trol parameter. It is important to note that the injected i
beam velocity is proportional to the square root of the pot
tial differenceDf applied between the chambers. The a
plied potential difference is below 10 V. The exact potent
difference is obtained from analysis of the probe charac
istics and the injected beam velocity is checked using s
tary test waves.

The parameters of the plasma in each chamber are
duced from measurements performed with axially and a
muthally movable plane Langmuir probes. In particular, t
electron density and the plasma potential are deduced f
the probe characteristics. The plasmas created in both ch
bers have densitiesn5108–109 cm23 and electron tempera
turesTe'3 eV.

The fluctuation signals are recorded with the probes
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ased slightly above the plasma potential. The ion beam
detected by use of an electrostatic energy analyzer consi
in a 12 mm diameter collector and one selecting grid.
resolution of 0.2 eV is obtained in the determination of t
beam energy.

In order to have access to the full spatiotemporal dyna
ics of the system, a linear array of eight cylindrical probes
0.5 mm diameter and 4 mm length each, equally space
mm from one another, is installed. The array is inclined
an angle of 15° to the axis of the device to reduce shadow
effects. Digital scopes and a spectrum analyzer allow
real-time analysis of the fluctuation signals. The statisti
investigation of the distribution of the recurrence times of
bursts is performed on line using acquisition and process
software. In practice, a time series of 2.53104 samples of
the fluctuating probe current is transferred to the compu
every 2 s and the display of the distribution of lamin
lengths is refreshed at the same rate.

V. RESULTS: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
OF THE INTERMITTENCY

The electron density and plasma potential are adjuste
each plasma chamber in order to get an ion beam-pla
system with a beam density close to 0.1 and a beam velo
close tocs . The control parameter~bias of the source anode!
is slowly increased in order to slightly accelerate the
beam. At the threshold voltageU1 bursts of unstable wave
are recorded on the probe located 3 cm behind the grid in
target plasma. As mentioned in the previous section, the
act potential difference between source and target pla
may be different from this voltage due to a residual plas
potential difference when no external voltage is applied.

The fluctuation level is of the order of 5% and the fr
quency is found to be close to half the ion plasma frequen
typically betweenf 5450 kHz and 750 kHz. In Fig. 1 is
depicted a typical time series of the electron saturation c
rent just above the threshold. The raw data display a h
level of broadband low frequency noise. The high frequen
bursts are clearly seen on the first trace after high pass fi
ing of the signal. The bursts are of short duration, typica
10 to 20 periods of the unstable waves, although long bu
can occasionally be seen. The temporal distribution of
wave trains seems to be very irregular. On increasing

FIG. 1. Typical time series of the density fluctuations record
on a plane probe in the target plasma 1 cm behind the grid, ju
the onset of the instability. Bursts of high frequency waves can
clearly seen~a!. The corresponding rectified and low pass filter
signal is displayed on trace~b!. Binarization of the time series pro
duces trace~c!. The statistics of the laminar phase duration is
vestigated using this last signal.
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control parameter further, the bursts are more frequent an
a longer mean duration. Finally, the instability is complete
established and a permanent high frequency signal is
corded on the probe.

In order to perform a statistical investigation that allows
comparison with a dynamical model, it is convenient to d
fine the laminar length as the time lag between two succ
sive bursts. At first glance, it is clear that the mean lami
length decreases rapidly when the control parameter is
creased.

It is important to note that the noise level recorded on
probe just below the threshold of the instability or during t
laminar phases is not negligible. Indeed, during the bur
the signal to noise ratio is very poor.

The requirements of the statistical analysis imply care
signal processing. After transfer to the computer of a lo
time series, the first step consists in a numerical high p
filtering of the signal. The lower cutoff filter frequency i
chosen such that the main peak of the time averaged s
trum is beyond the cutoff. It is typicallyf low5300 kHz in
the case shown. The absolute value of the signal is t
calculated and a low pass filtering produces the envelop
the bursts. The last step consists in digitizing the sign
choosing a threshold level close to half the mean amplit
of the bursts. The resulting signal is of binary form corr
sponding to a null signal during the laminar phases an
value 1 during the bursts. Figure 1 displays the low p
rectified signal and the binary signal.

The statistical analysis is then performed by calculat
the histogram of the laminar lengths. It is important that t
signal processing and the related statistical analysis is
formed on line during the experiment. The display of t
distribution of the lengths is updated every two seconds
a reliable distribution is obtained after a few minutes. T
number of analyzed events is then of the order of 104.

The result of the investigation is presented in Fig.
where the evolution of the distribution of the duration of t
laminar phases for increasing values of the control param
is plotted on a log-log scale. The slope of the power law
the threshold is found to be21.4. On increasing the contro
parameter~external voltage!, the exponent of the power law
increases slightly approaching the value 2.0. During this e
lution, the power law distribution is progressively changed
an exponential decay law. The main result obtained her
that the exponent of the power law at the threshold is v
close to 23/2, but departs from this value as the contr
parameter increases, driving the system to a more stro
nonlinear regime. This point can be compared with the e
lution of the mean laminar length when the control parame
is increased. Figure 3 displays the recorded evolution in
experiment. A power law with exponent21 as a function of
the voltage between the plasmas is obtained with relativ
good accuracy. This is also in agreement with earlier num
cal and analytical results on on-off intermittency@11#.

VI. A DYNAMICAL MODEL FOR THE ONSET
OF ION-ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY

To get further insight into the experimental results, w
will consider a simple dynamical system that should capt
the essential features of ion-acoustic instability in a no
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plasma. As discussed in Sec. II, this is a supercritical H
bifurcation with noisy control parameter.

The normal form of a supercritical Hopf bifurcation i
discrete time reads

rn115brn2rn
3 , un115un1v. ~6.1!

FIG. 2. Distribution of the duration of the laminar phases on
log-log plot for three different values of the control parameter~volt-
age between the plasma chambers!. A power law of exponent21.4
is recorded at the threshold. This value decreases toward22 when
the control parameter is increased.

FIG. 3. Evolution of the inverse of the mean laminar duration
a function of the control parameter~bias of the source plasma!. The
critical value of the control parameter is close to 1.65. A linear l
is recorded.
f

When the control parameterb is smaller than 1, the system
has an attracting fixed point atr50. Whenb is larger than
1, the system has an attracting limit cycle atr5 r̄5Ab21.

Now, allow the control parameter to vary in time, due
noise in the physical system. The evolution of the amplitu
r, which corresponds to the physical quantity observed, w
be

rn115bnrn2rn
3, rP@0,1#, ~6.2!

so that, asbn varies across the bifurcation value 1, the sy
tem will be attracted toward the low signal stater50 ~when
bn,1) or toward the high signal stater5 r̄ ~whenbn.1).
We thus have a bistable system, subject to parametric no

We takeb̃5$bn% to be a random process, of probabili
n: classical results on random dynamical system and erg
theory make this type of situation a well established o
@12,13#. An invariant measure on@0,1# exists forn almost
any b̃. For the numerical study of Eq.~6.2!, we writebn as

bn511A1KS en2
1

2D ~6.3!

en is a random variable taking values between 0 and 1K
represents the intensity of noise, which in our case is int
sic to the system and cannot be modified from the outsideA
is an offset, which corresponds to the distance from the c
cal point in the case where the bifurcation parameter is c
stant in time; in our case,A must be proportional to the
source biasV.

KeepingK constant (K50.2 in our numerical study! and
varying A in such a way as to stay close to the instabil
thresholds5^ ln(b̃)&n50 ~for K50.2, the critical value ofA
is Ac50.0018), we indeed observe an intermittent behav
between high and low~laminar! signal states, as appears
Fig. 4. We have studied numerically the distribution of d
rations of laminar phasesP(n). A laminar phase of duration
m is defined to be an event where the signalr is smaller than
a thresholdd510210 for m consecutive iterations of the ap
plication ~6.2!. P(n) is the fraction of laminar phases whos
duration is equal ton.

Figure 5~a! and Fig. 5~b! suggest thatP(n) decays, for
intermediate times, as an inverse power law, whose expo
g varies as a function of the distance to threshold. This c
responds to what is observed experimentally. For still lar
times we observe a faster decay, which is compatible w
theoretical results on on-off intermittency@11#.

s

FIG. 4. Time series relative to the application~6.2!: rn is plotted
as a function of the number of iterationsn for 106 iterations.
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We argue that the power-law behavior observed for in
mediate times must depend on the nonlinearity specific to
Hopf bifurcation. This agrees with recent investigations@14#
proving that there exists a dependence ofP(n) on the par-
ticular form of the mapping considered.

These results do not vary significantly for differe
choices of the distribution ofen ~discrete or continuous val
ues!, as long as theen’s are independent and the distance
threshold remains the same~this is essentially a consequen
of the central limit theorem!.

We also studied the mean duration^n& of laminar phases
in our model. We observe~see Fig. 6! that ^n& varies as the
inverse of the distance of the control parameter to thresh
~KeepingK fixed, as we do, we have 1/^n&}A.! This again
agrees with the experimental observations.

VII. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have presented an experimental ob
vation of ion-ion beam instability in a laboratory doubl
plasma device. We have focused on the presence of inter
tent bursts of unstable waves in the plasma, which
recorded just above the instability threshold. The system
hibits an apparently random switching between this burs
state and a laminar state.

FIG. 5. Log-log plot of the distribution of laminar phasesP(n),
for two values of the control parameter~model!. Distance to thresh-
old increases from~a! to ~b!. The slope2g is obtained using the
least squares method~excluding the first eight points!.
r-
e

d.

r-

it-
re
x-
g

To characterize this intermittent behavior, we have e
mated two quantities: the distribution of duration of lamin
phasesP(n), and the mean duration of laminar phases^n&.
P(n) is found to decay as an inverse power law with
exponent that depends on the value of the control param
^n& is proportional to the inverse of the distance of the co
trol parameter to threshold.

These observations agree with the evolution dedu
from a theoretical model that combines the normal form o
supercritical Hopf bifurcation and the parametric noisy d
viations from threshold. This interpretation of the interm
tency observed in ion-acoustic instability has also been p
posed by Francket al. @9#. However, we carry further the
statistical analysis of the properties ofP(n) for both the
experiment and the model. We also argue that the scen
we present, characterized by the interplay of noise and n
linearity ~and usually designated in the literature as on-
intermittency! should be placed in the framework of rando
dynamical systems: in this framework, ergodic measu
and Lyapunov exponents do have a meaning and a releva
contrary to what is stated in@9#.

Let us also remark that one of the main points of t
discussion of intermittency in@9# is to show that the ob-
served behavior is not compatible with that characteristic
type-I intermittency, as claimed in@8#. This is indeed unam-
biguously proved by the fact that the exponent2g of the
power-law decay ofP(n) is always different from21/2.

Two directions for future investigation appear natural
The first is to study the dependence ofP(n) on the properties
of noise, for example, injecting noise of a defined spectr
into the experimental system using an arbitrary wave-fo
generator. The second is to investigate analytically how
observed inverse power-law behavior forP(n) can be gen-
erated by the dynamical model~6.2! @18#.
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FIG. 6. Inverse of the mean duration of laminar phases a
function of the distance of the control parameterA to its critical
value ~model!.
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